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a b s t r a c t

Coordination of decentralized supply chains using contract design is a problem that has been widely
addressed in the literature. We consider a divergent supply chain including a supplier and several retail-
ers producing fashion products with short sale seasons. The retailers cooperate with the supplier as sales
agents; i.e., they work in the framework of revenue sharing contracts. Because of their proximity to the
market, retailers can provide more accurate demand forecasts to the supplier that is used to decide on
issues such as capacity building and market prices with regard to retailers stiff due dates, different lead
times and different price-dependent demand functions. To ensure abundant supply and cope with the
demand variability, the retailers have an incentive to exaggerate their private forecast information. In this
study, we propose a new rewarding-punishing coordination mechanism based on trust between supply
chain tiers, considered as a differentiation factor between honest and deceptive partners. An optimization
model is developed as a building block of this mechanism. An approximation method is used to simplify
and solve the problem. The model is then implemented using Monte-Carlo simulation in four different
situations, according to 10 different strategies for forecast information sharing. The findings from the
tests show that the mechanism including trust as a decisional factor performs better than ‘No Trust’
mechanism in all situations. These results suggest that taking into account Trust in designing coordina-
tion mechanism may have significant influence on the financial performance of the supply chain.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and literature review

In a centralized supply chain, a central planner tries to optimize
the total supply chain profits (or costs) considering different deci-
sion variables. The central planner can use information from any
supply chain echelon to develop optimal decisions since all infor-
mation gathered belong to a single body. This case is referred as
‘Symmetric Information’ mechanism. In a decentralized supply
chain, a member’s decision is based on his own interests and indi-
vidual rationality, which can be in conflict with others’ ones. Con-
flicts of interest can severely damage information sharing and can
have serious damages on the entire chain’s performance. Creating a
partnership among the members and sharing credible information

throughout the supply chain can improve its efficiency (e.g., Ca-
chon and Lariviere, 2001; Viswanathan and Qinan, 2003; Chen
et al., 2010). A well-designed contract can align the members’ deci-
sions to achieve optimal performance for the entire chain as well as
fairly sharing profits and risks among them (e.g., Donohue, 2000;
Serel et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2002; Erkoc and Wu, 2005; Jin and
Wu, 2007). Cachon (2003) provide a comprehensive literature re-
view on coordination with contracts. The development of coordi-
nating contracts has led to the hope that these methods are
adopted extensively in practice and they can significantly improve
the performance of the decentralized supply chain, which has not
been achieved yet. The main possible reason is that most of the
existent literature has tended to focus on optimizing the main
decisions based on financial aspects and assuming that players
are Bayesian decision makers, rather than trying to understand
the actual behaviors of decision makers and designing coordina-
tion mechanisms based on identified characteristics.

Several attempts have been made to coordinate divergent sup-
ply chains. Some studies investigate the identical retailers such as
Lau et al. (2008), Sarmah et al. (2008) and Qin et al. (2007), where
the former work considers a deterministic and price-dependent
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demand, the second study investigates a stochastic demand, while
the latter work with a constant demand. A number of studies
investigate divergent supply chains with heterogeneous retailers
such as Jin and Wu (2007), Cachon and Lariviere (2005), Bernstein
and Federgruen (2005), Klastorin et al. (2002), and Anupindi et al.
(2001). Sarlak and Nookabadi (2011) investigate a three level sup-
ply chain with several retailers with stochastic demand using a
timing discount contract to synchronize the timing of retailers’ or-
ders with the supplier’s order cycle. However, the demand struc-
tures in these works are either deterministic or stochastic or
price-dependent; there are few studies which consider coordina-

tion in a divergent supply chain with stochastic and price-depen-
dent demand (Pezeshki et al. (2013)).

In a different stream of research, some works, especially in the
field of behavioral economy address the behavior of decision mak-
ers in business. In their seminal work, Özer et al. (2011) study a
cheap talk mechanism in a dyadic supply chain in which the sup-
plier requests private forecast information from a supplier to take
his capacity investment decision under a simple wholesale price
contract. The supplier has an incentive to exaggerate her forecast
information in such a costless and nonbinding interaction called
as ‘‘cheap talk’’. No cooperation is the equilibrium point for this

Nomenclature

Acronyms
NLC Non-Linear Constrained optimization model
QA Quadratic Approximation model
DMP Discretization Model of Price
AQMI Approximated Quadratic Mixed Integer optimization

model
SI Symmetric Information model (used for comparison in

simulation)
NT No Trust model (used for comparison in simulation)

Indexes
t the time period index, t = 1, 2, . . . , s
i the retailer index, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
j the price level, j = 1, 2, . . . , mi

l linearization variables, l = 1, . . . , 4

Decision variables
Wi the quantity of product to be delivered to retailer i
Xi the safety reservation quantity corresponding to retailer

i
pi the price for retailer i
C1 the available production rate that should be set up for

the next period
C2 the extra production rate that should be built for the

next period
Wij the quantity of products to be delivered to retailer i with

price level j
Xij the safety reservation quantity of retailer i if the retai-

ler’s price value is pij

Zij a binary decision variable defined clearly in expression
(14)

Y a binary decision variable used to build mathematical
optimization model

Xijl variables used for linear approximation
Yijl binary decision variables used to build mathematical

optimization model
S(Xi) expected quantity of sale of retailer i if Xi is concerned
es,i supplier’s belief about stochastic demand quantity
eTB,i supplier’s Trust-based belief about stochastic demand

quantity
ai level of the supplier’s trust in retailer i which is between

zero and one and updated in each period

Stochastic parameters
ei stochastic demand which has a truncated normal distri-

bution over interval ðei;�eiÞ

Deterministic parameters
n number of retailers
s number of periods

mi number of price levels for retailer i
d number of periods which is considered to run Matched-

Pairs t-test
li, ri mean and standard deviation of stochastic demand of

retailer i
~ei the actual superior information of retailer i about sto-

chastic demand
êi the reported information as the retailer i’s private fore-

cast information about stochastic demand
eTB,i the supplier’s Trust-based belief about the retailer i’s

stochastic demand
a1i the extent to which the product is accepted in the mar-

ket in region i
a2i the coefficient of the demand responsiveness in region i
Li the deterministic retailer i’s lead time
k maximum available time to produce and deliver the

products for each period
cA available amount of capacity used as an upper bound for

C1

cB an upper bound for C2

hs,i holding cost per product unit per time unit which only
attributed to supplier due to his ownership

us,i the supplier’s production, transportation and opera-
tional costs per product unit including operational costs
regarding retailer i

k1, k2 set up cost for the available capacity and building cost
for the extra required capacity respectively

ri the amount paid for each reserved product in advance
by the retailer to the supplier under revenue sharing
contract

ui the retailer i’s revenue share from sales
pij value of price of retailer i at jth level
q agents’ forecast accuracy based on interval length
ai�min the minimum value for ai

Scorei,init the initial value for score of retailer i, at the beginning of
the first period

Scorei retailer i’s score which updates at the end of each period
SL1, SL2, SL3 values of significance levels respectively used for

first, second and third Matched-Pairs test
g++ points that a retailer gets if Null hypothesis is failed to

be rejected at a significance level of SL1

g+ points that a retailer gets if Null hypothesis is failed to
be rejected at a significance level of SL2

g� points that a retailer gets if Null hypothesis is failed to
be rejected at a significance level of SL3

g�� points that a retailer gets if Null hypothesis is rejected
at a significance level of SL3

b a coefficient with values between zero and one to re-
strict the share of Xi in Wi
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